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The latest Tweets from Otherwise (@OtherwiseFR). L'assurance collaborative n°1 en France. Solidaire Equitable 100% en ligne
⚡ #Santé #Auto #Animaux.. Uncivil communication refers to speech that is impolite, insulting, or otherwise offensive. Two
dimensions of Twitter, in particular, encourage uncivil discourse.. That means the trolling, irrelevant, insulting or otherwise
disagreeable comments don't get to dominate the conversation. Twitter's thinking is that if .... Twitter's Retweet feature helps
you and others quickly share that Tweet with all of ... of Retweeting—those Tweets are not treated as official Retweets on
Twitter.. Some of your friends and followers on Twitter will most certainly belong to people you are close to, whereas others
may be distant acquaintances or even .... On Twitter, you want people to respond to you, not be put off by a risqué or otherwise
questionable handle. And if you run into your Twitter pals at networking .... ... have about half the followers of men on Twitter
and wield otherwise ... not find the content of women's tweets as compelling as other men's, .... Here's the thing, though: you
can't dismiss your follower count on Twitter as a total vanity metric. Not only does a higher follower count mean .... [2] propose
to detect influencer in Twitter using the theory of belief functions. ... This amount reflects the degree of adoption of the
opinions of other users. Then .... While these characteristics are prevalent in other forms of media (cable also ... In these
countries, citizens could, via Twitter and other tools, use their mobile .... The latest Tweets from Otherwise Fine - Someone Out
Now! (@OwFmusic). Music and Stuff. CEOs of Sleepy Bangers. 'Someone' available to Stream now.. “Perhaps other than
Donald Trump.” Policy via Twitter. With a single tweet last fall, Mr. Trump sent his administration into a tailspin. “I must, in ....
Real-time overview of problems with Twitter. Can't log in or send tweets? We'll tell you what is going on.. Other times, it may
be in response to a valid and properly scoped request from ... allow controversial content or behavior which may otherwise
violate our rules to .... These suggestions are generated by algorithms, which means you may or may not know the accounts or
find them relevant. How does Twitter find accounts to .... Additionally, mentions will appear in the recipient's Home timeline
view (not on ... Otherwise, you won't see the reply unless you visit the sender's profile page.. The latest Tweets from OtherWise
(@OtherWiseEdu). We run innovative writing projects for school pupils and staff, developing self-understanding, self-belief ....
... associated with strategic networking, Twitter offers you a chance to help other ... you get that you want to forward to your
followers or make known to others (by .... The latest Tweets from Otherwise? - The Kenyan Story (@thisisotherwise). A
podcast on Kenyan current affairs/socio-politics | Found on ALL podcast apps .... OTHERWISE (@WEareOTHERWISE) |
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